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Note di presentazione
.  We are going  considering  -  what is the risk associated with geothermal projects - how these risks may be managed , In this regard, we will have a look at the different insurance concepts existing in Europe to deal with risks related to geothermal .  - and we will end up talking about the risk insurance scheme that may be launched at European level as proposed in GEOELEC Project.
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 The notion of risk 
 

  
RISK - Risk is usually defined as the potential that a chosen action/inaction will 
lead to a loss. The notion implies that a choice having an influence on the 
outcome exists. 
 

Risks associated with  project 

• Political 
• Regulatory 
• Technical 
• Business 
• Economical 

These are usual business risks. 
In addition, a geothermal project may have to face specific risks resulting from 
the particular financial configuration of a geothermal project and specificity of 
the resource, 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
 1. A geothermal project can be concerned by several kinds of risks. Some may be listed:  Political (e.g. the State’s unwillingness to support geothermal through fiscal incentives or public financing mechanisms);Regulatory (e.g. unexpected changes in policy or uncertainty about the future direction of policy);Technical (e.g. risks associated with drilling, comprising problems during the drilling process, even before the reservoir has been reached);Business (e.g. financial risk relating to high upfront capital intensity);Economical (e.g. economic risks relating to interest rates);These are usual business risks though. In addition, a geothermal project may have to face specific risks resulting from the particular financial configuration of a geothermal project. and specificity of the resource,
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The risks associated  
with geothermal projects 

The whole bankability of a geothermal  
project relies on the geothermal resource  
economical potential.  
 

    This potential has to be assessed. It can never be fully 
and accurately assessed until drilling has taken place though. 
 As a consequence, drilling is required and high upfront investments 
have to be made before and without certainty as to the geothermal 
resource bankability, which may eventually be unfit for economical 
production. 

 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
2. The whole bankability of a geothermal project relies on the geothermal resource economical potential  associated to the geology (Flow rate & Temperature) This potential has to be assessed. It can never be fully and accurately assessed until drilling has taken place though. As a consequence, drilling is required and high upfront investments have to be made before and without certainty as to the geothermal resource bankability, which may eventually be unfit for economical production. As such, geothermal developers have to face a particular risk associated with geothermal projects, that is the geological risk. The risk not to find an adequate ressource
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The risks associated with geothermal projects  
=  

Geological Risk  

Drilling phase : Short-term  risk 

of not finding an economically sustainable geothermal 
resource after drilling  
 

Exploitation phase : Long-term risk 

of the geothermal resource naturally depleting rendering 
the long-term production economically unprofitable 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The short-term risk of not finding an economically sustainable geothermal resource after drilling (it has nothing to do with technical drilling risk that may occur in relation to drilling, even before the reservoir has been reached);The long-term risk of the geothermal resource naturally depleting rendering the long-term production economically unprofitable;the geological risk is concerned with the existence, deliverability and sustainability of the geothermal resource. It can also be referred to as the resource risk. With that in mind, the resource risk materializes when the flow rate and/or temperature are not sufficient.
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Phases of a geothermal projects  
     When may the risks occur? 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Now, have a look on the geothermal project phases,  regard  cumulative investment cost and the types of risk First: the exploration phase  that aims at acquiring some data about the geothermal resource. This may be achieved through surface studies and/or exploration drilling..Considering the importance of exploration for geothermal electricity generation in Europe, some financial envelope could support exploration. (no success or failure criteria)This makes any insurance irrelevant in relation to exploration. Instead, exploration is usually supported by public financingit is commonly acknowledge that the main financial barrier to geothermal development is the high upfront investment required to drill and prove the resource,Once drilling has taken place, in situ pump tests, temperature and hydrological measurements then reduce the resource risk and make it possible to attract external capital.the long-term risk can be insured only upon certain conditions, because, the natural depletion could be considered as a standard technical risk that project developers should be able to deal with
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Geological risk 
   perception in Europe 

 
 fairly small number of operations 
    not allowing a sufficient statistical basis to assess their probability of 

success; 
 
 the particular nature of the resource risk; 

 

In Europe, the geological risk is traditionally shunned  
by the private insurance sector.  

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In Europe investors and banks do not  accept easily the geological risk.Several reasons  to that:  - the small number of geothermal projects does not allow for reliable statistics to be available.   - An overall characterization of the underground geothermal resources is lacking   - and projects may involve only one well or two wells at a time, not allowing the distribution of risk among several wells.In those circumstances, it remains difficult to assess the probability of success  -  the perception of geological risk remain  difficult for investors , banks and insurance 
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Geological risk 
   Risk Management 

As usual, risk management relies on several steps  
  that shall apply throughout the whole geothermal project: 
  
 evaluate the geological risk; 

 
 manage it/take action to reduce it; transfer it 
 
 measure/monitor the geological risk; 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Regardless of any risk insurance, the resource risk shall be managed upstream the drilling phase and throughout the geothermal project. Risk management shall result in some consideration for the geological risk within the decision-making process so as to minimize its occurrence.As usual, risk management relies on 4 main steps that shall apply throughout the whole geothermal project: assess the geological risk:evaluate the geological risk;manage it/take action to reduce it;  IN   THID CASE, THE RISK CAN BE TRANSFERREDmeasure/monitor the geological risk;that include an adequate and accurate feasibility study including all the available information, (including numerical modeling and collectig data-  geophysicaldefining drilling and test programme At this stage Flow rate and T° shall be clearly definedPAID ATTENTION TO TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT SKILLSSeveral scenarios (financial scenarios , including the worse caseMonitoring of the project over time 
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Country 

Energy Governance Type of insurance Location  

Heat Electricity Public Private sector 
Purely 

insurance-
related 

Insurance mixed 
with financing National Foreign 

countries 

France X   X   X   X   

  
X X X X   X X   

Germany 

  X X   X X X X X 

Iceland X   X     X X   

The 
Netherlands X   X   X   X   

Switzerland X X X X X   X   

Existing insurance  
 to cover the geological risk in Europe 

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Risk insurance systems for the geological risk already exist in some EU countries, The chart give a Snapshot description of the existing risk insurance in EU country, plus Iceland and Switzerland. We can see heterogeneous approach 	-in their objective: some cover only heat other are also dedicated to electricity productionFor Switzerland, it should be understood that the Swiss federal risk guarantee scheme applies only to geothermal power projects. Cantons may offer risk coverage for heat projects (so far only one of 26 cantons has done so	- they are also different in their governanceOnly GERMANY relies on private insurance policies- (made-to-measure insurance policies for the geological risk)The first insurance policy was issued in 2003 for the Unterhaching project in the Molasse basin. In recent years, other insurance companies offered several policies to geothermal projects  both in Germany and abroad (Denmark, USA). However, we may say that this insurance concept remains selective and depend on the individual case.other systems involves public  authorities for setting up insurance Fund   
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Existing insurance to cover the geological risk in  Europe 

 

Private insurance policies: the German exception 

 made-to-measure  

National insurance funds 
 post-damage guarantee  

 guaranteed loan  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Ther are several ways of mitigating a risk  The risk can first be picked out npt actually, investors do nor assume/accept themselves the riskSecondly , the risk can be shared out among several investors or within a cluster of projectsThird the risk can be shifted by means  of an insurance,It’s what exist in serveral countrties in Europe,In Europe, the geological risk is mitigated through two different patterns: - The first one relies on private insurance policies: so far, this remains an exception and this insurance design is only developing in Germany  where insurance companies engaged in providing made-to-measure insurance policies for the geological risk;  - The second pattern involves  public authorities for setting up insurance funds to mitigate the resource riskThese insurance funds propose two types of mechanisms:    - either a post-damage guarantee (France, the NL, Switzerland)    -  or a guaranteed loan (Iceland, Germany, in addition to the available market-based policies; I).
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Existing insurance  
 to cover the geological risk in Europe 

  post-damage guarantee  

  guaranteed loan  

o Short Term Risk 

o Long Term Risk 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Where a Fund has been created, two insurance patterns may be distinguished:The first one consists in a post-damage guarantee;The second one involves a guaranteed loan;The hypothesis of a post-damage guarantee relies on traditional insurance principles (e.g. France, The Netherlands and Switzerland). The insurance is released once (insured) event takes place and covers a certain percentage of the costs initially deemed eligible (e.g.: 90% of the drilling costs in case of complete failure).The guaranteed loan is first and foremost an upstream source of financing. However, when the risk occurs, the loan is forgiven and expenses considered as eligible may be reimbursed up to a certain level. In this respect, some Funds have introduced a guaranteed loan as an insurance mechanism. The State (e.g. Iceland) or financial institutions (e.g. Germany) may grant the loan. However, the financial responsibility ultimately falls upon the State, which guarantees the loan.Most insurance systems are focused on the short-term risk (e.g. Germany, The Netherlands, Switzerland and Iceland). When covering the short-term risk, the insurance system usually covers the drilling costs. In this respect, the insurance may cover either one or several drillings. The insurance may also apply a revolving mechanism: the coverage is made available for one drilling but may be reused where the drilling is successful, thus allowing for the coverage of successive drillings until one proves unsuccessful.The French Fund also insures the long-term risk
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 information to be provided 
• A detailed presentation (identity, legal form,  
• information on contractors and key personnel); 
• The location of the exploration site; 
• A detailed program; 
• Available financing and proof of financial capacity  
to achieve the whole exploration program; 
Legal permits and licences; 
  
Specific case of EGS: where EGS are considered, 
 the developer shall in addition submit: 
 The reservoir development concept; 
 Seismicity studies; 
 Stimulation modelling ie expected impact of chemical,  
hydraulic or thermal stimulations; 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In order to apply  for a risk insurance  or a  repayable advance the developper shall submit documents ; here, a non exhaustive list(common to each applicationsA detailed presentation (identity, legal form, information on contractors and key personnel);The location of the  site;Detailed  studies (surface study and relevant documents proving the commercially viability ,,)Programme of workFor repayable advance surface and any relevant document or piece of information proving the probable existence of a commercially viable geothermal resource;A detailed program of work;Available financing and proof of financial capacity to achieve the whole program;Legal permits and licences;Where EGS are considered, the developer shall in addition submit:  The reservoir development program;  Seislmicity studies;  Stimulation modelling (expected impact of chemical, hydraulic or thermal stimulation,,,)
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• The GEOELEC project 

• Removing the financial barrier hampering geothermal 

development 

• EGRIF   
European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund 

Risk insurance scheme  
at European level 

EGRIF 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Risk insurance scheme for the geological risk at European level is one of the GEOELEC’s project commitments. The GEOELEC project aims at promoting geothermal electricity in Europe to have a renewable energy mix. It is dedicated to the promotion of geothermal electricity generation in the EU, including combined heat and power.To help removing the non-technical barriers hampering the development of geothermal, the project proposes to set a risk insurance scheme for the geological risk at European level. Based on the existing insurance concepts existing in Europe, the scheme has been developed and will propose several scenarios for a European insurance for geothermal electricity projects, including combined heat and power.  Risk insurance scheme for the geological risk at European level is one of the GEOELEC’s project commitments.
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• Shortage of insurance policies 
Limited current market size 
No statistical basis to assess the probability of success 
Allow the technology to progress along its learning 
curve (EGS) 

• Pooling of the resource risk at a European level 

• Not a competitor to national insurance policies 

• When mature: replaced by private schemes 

A risk insurance scheme at 
European level: why ? 

EGRIF 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Risk insurance scheme for the geological risk at European level is one of the GEOELEC’s project commitments. 
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• The exploration phase:  
a repayable advance 
No clear success or failure criteria 
To be reimbursed in case of production 
A classical interest rate  
+ a “bonus” depending on the estimated risk 

• The short term risk: a post-damage guarantee 
To cover a significant amount of projects 
Fee depending on the estimated risk 

• The long term risk: a post-damage guarantee 
Be cautious to prevent unsustainable reservoir management 
Annual fee 

What type of insurance? EGRIF 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Based on the insurance concepts existing in Europe, the scheme has been developed and will propose several scenarios for a European insurance for geothermal electricity projects, including combined heat and power. As for geothermal electricity generation in Europe, EGRIF shall be concerned with the exploration phase, the short-term risk and the long-term risk.   The exploration phase, taking place before the drilling and the operation of the geothermal plant, is meant to gather some data about the geothermal resource characteristics. This phase is usually not concerned with insurance mechanisms. Instead, repayable grants may be provided for surface studies and some financing may support the exploration drilling (the exploration drilling is usually not meant to produce electricity or heat but to collect data about the geothermal resource). With regard to geothermal electricity projects, the characterization of the resource is crucial and the insurance made available for the exploitation phase should be combined with an adequate financing of the exploration phase. Following the exploration phase, the geothermal resource is threatened by two different risks:A short-term risk, which occurs after drilling when the geothermal resource discovered is not sufficient to be economically viable;A long-term risk, which occurs when the exploited geothermal resource depletes and/or degrades over time, compromising the economical perennity of the resource;
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• A homogeneous and generous rate for all EU developers 

• A potential competition with existing national insurances 

Short-term risk : 1st option 
 

 

90% 

70% 

 

 

 

 

Ceiling
 

Insurance coverage 
by the EU Fund 

Total expenses 

EGRIF 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
 I am going to present you few aspects proposed   and discussed in the EGRIF proposal,  ……………….1st optionThe eligible expenses may be covered up to 70-90%. A ceiling shall apply for each drilling. In this respect, the costs insured shall be established on a case-to-case basis.In any way, the coverage rate shall be set contractually A franchise amounting to 100 000€ - 150 000€ shall be borne by the developers. This option has pros and cons:+ It provides a homogeneous rate for all EU developers;+ It provides a generous rate encouraging the development of geothermal electricity generation;-The generous rate provided may lead to competition with existing national insurances
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Short-term risk : 2nd  option 
 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                

 

50% 60% 

 

 

 

 

 

Countries without insurance 

Eligible expenses/drilling 

Countries with insurance 

Eligible expenses/drilling 

Insurance coverage 
by the EU Fund 

Ceiling 

Insurance coverage 
by the EU Fund 

Additional national 
coverage 

Total expenses 

10% top up from 
the EU Fund 

90% 

A lever for the development of national insurances 

A differentiated treatment between countries 

EGRIF 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
2nd option The eligible expenses are differently covered depending on whether a national insurance coverage exists.Where no insurance exists, eligible expenses would be covered up to 50%.Where insurance for the resource risk exists, the EGRIF would provide an additional 10% coverage. The national insurance could then provide coverage up to 30% of eligible expenses, the overall coverage not exceeding 90% of these expenses.A ceiling shall apply. In this respect, the costs insured shall be established on a case-to-case basis.This option has pros and cons:+ Both rates (50% for countries without insurance and 60% for countries with insurance) are sufficient to encourage geothermal electricity development without competing existing insurances;+ The additional coverage offered by EGRIF acts as a lever for the development of national insurances;-This option leads to a differentiated treatment and potentially favours countries where insurance is already available;
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• An exclusive management                                                         by 
an EU institution or a shared                                                    
management with a national institution 

• A secretariat and a board (shareholders, geothermal 
professionals, experts, for some applications a representative 
of the national insurance system)  

• A rapporteur and the use of experts 

• A seed capital of 50-100 Mio € 

• The obligation to disclose the data collected 

What governance? EGRIF 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The existence of an insurance Fund on the European stage calls the establishment of some governance. Basically, the governance implies some administration to handle the insurance process and requires some decision-making as well as some expertise. The secretariat shall take place on the national stage or the EU stageThe board and the expertise shall be settled on the EU level to avoid any shortage of expertise and any governance issue. Where a national insurance exists, cooperation shall be favoured……………….We had a snapshot on the type of insurance  and  risk insured and on governance More contents of the proposed system are also presented in the GEOELEC Report, such as:CAPITAL  AND FINANCIAL STRUCTURE	seed capital, incomes,  fund balanceELIGIBLES COSTS AND COVERAGE RATIOELIGIBILITY CRITERA 	with engagement to disclose the data collected (public data or when shall be made public), and reportingINSURANCE PROCESS	Tendering procedureLITIGATION  
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Conclusion 

 The geological risk must be 
      managed and mitigated 
 European geothermal resources better harnessed 

thanks to European insurance scheme 
 GEOELEC proposes how such a structure could be 

established and managed at EU level 
 

EGRIF 

EGRIF: European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund 
 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Risks associated with geothermal projects are with no doubt a financial constraint to geothermal development.Existing insurance concepts developed so far in Europe have proved efficient on national stages, so that the geological risk can be insured and projects financially secured. It is far from being sufficient to deeply encourage geothermal development on the European stage though. There is a need for an insurance coverage being available at the European level. The proposed EGRIF scheme  will hopefully help removing the resource risk and encourage investors to support geothermal to have a renewable energy mix in Europe. EGRIF is meant to work through the pooling of the resource risk among geothermal electricity projects taking place in the EU. Besides, the Fund does not challenge the EU principle of subsidiarity nor act as a competitor to existing national insurance policies.The EGRIF should be first supported by public money, when mature this could be phased out and replaced by private schemes.EGRIF: European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund



EUROPEAN GEOTHERMAL  
RISK INSURANCE FUND 

EGRIF 

http://www.geoelec.eu/ 

http://www.geoelec.eu/
http://www.geoelec.eu/
http://www.geoelec.eu/


Thank You! 
VISIT GEOELEC.EU 
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